Ensure students achieve

GROWTH &
PROFICIENCY

Exact Path

Study Island

Pair Exact Path with Study Island to boost learning potential
As academic expectations for 21st century learners continue to rise, more personalized
learning experiences are required. Integrate Edmentum’s research-based, proven online
programs Exact Path and Study Island to put students on a path toward success.

K–12 reading, language arts, and math

K–12 math, ELA, science, and social studies

This two-pronged approach to learning allows you to:
Promote Growth
Exact Path individualizes learning to ensure that
all students work at their appropriate instructional
level. Data from adaptive diagnostic assessments
provide accurate growth measures, while metrics
from each student’s learning path track progress.

Encourage Proficiency
Study Island ensures that students meet all
on-grade-level expectations with practice and
assessment items built to state standards. Data
from flexible practice sessions and customizable
classroom assessments track progress toward
standards mastery.

Empower learning with Exact Path and Study Island
Together, Exact Path and Study Island allow you to diagnose
strengths and needs and deliver proven instruction and
practice to help all learners achieve growth and proficiency.
Meet Students Where They Are.
Pinpoint each student’s precise
instructional level using Exact
Path’s adaptive diagnostic
assessments. Each student then
receives a tailored learning path
to work on at his or her pace.

Achieve Grade-Level Expectations.
Provide practice of grade level
standards in alignment with your scope
and sequence using Study Island.
Students experience high-quality
practice engaging with items similar to
those on high-stakes assessments.

Reassess and Monitor Growth.
Regular Exact Path Progress
Checks adapt a students’ learning
path, and additional assessment
administrations measure growth.

Reassess and Track Proficiency.
Study Island Group Sessions and
Built Tests offer customizable
standards-based assessments to
ensure standards mastery.

Review District, School, Class, and Student-Level Data.
Use multiple data measures to track learning. Drive individualized instruction
and support intervention using Exact Path, and improve formative strategies
and prepare for summative exams with Study Island.

I feel strongly about Exact Path and Study Island. I mean, I’m a
champion for those two programs. I feel like [they are] improving my
students, their data, their learning, their understanding.
– Kami Ferguson, 2nd Grade Teacher
Demorest Elementary School, GA
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